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The most commonly used argument for selecting the dependency (dep.) format for building a treebank (tb) is �
that the tb is being created for a language with a relatively free word order (e.g. Basque, Czech, and Turkish).

On the other hand, dep. tb have been developed to languages such as English, which have been usually seen�
as languages which can be better represented in the constituent formalism. The motivations for using dep.
annotation vary from the fact that the level of structure is the one needed by many if not most applications to �
the fact that the level of representation offers a proper interface between syntactic and semantic representation. 

Furthermore, dep. structures can be automatically converted in to phrase structures if needed, �
although usually not with 100% accuracy.

Most of the dependency treebanks consist of written text; there is only one that is based on spoken utterances.

Based on sentences from novel "Sophie's World". Will be later added to parallel Sophie treebank.�
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There exists some tbs that have been annotated completely manually, but with taggers and parsers available to�
automate some of the work, such way of building tbs is rarely employed in state-of-the-art treebanking.�
The most efficient method is to perform POS and morphological tagging and at least some part of the syntactic�
parsing automatically, and the resulting structures are checked and corrected by human annotators. 
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